
Taboe2Be at Easter 
29 March – 2 April 

Taboe2Be the new-born ‘sister’ of the Taboe Tango Camps with the same spirit but with less 
program and dancers and more time for dancing, relaxing and for spontaneous workshops and other 
specials. With some ‘Taboe’ ingredients of course like gatherings, games and rituals. 
 
We, Paras and Paul, have a dream whereby 
Tango is just the beginning. Of course we love to 
dance tango for hours and hours. But we also 
love to meet people and make new friends. And 
we love to go for quality of being, in the way we 
are together, the location where we are and the 
food we eat. 
 
That is why we organize tango events that are 
different. We always add to milonga’s, music and 
possibly workshop another ‘magical’ ingredient and that is ‘people’. We have learned that every time 
we put extra attention and quality in the way we are together a tango event turns into an 
unforgettable connected, expressive and touching experience. 

For this we add games to (re)find innocence, gatherings to meet everybody, silence and meditation 
to go deeper inside, sharing groups to open up and learn, workshops that touch the ‘inner side’ of 
tango. 

We always create that special Taboe Tango experience and this way we gather many tango dancers 
who relate to this. 

For all our events and teaching tours we aim to offer this 
‘extra’. At our monthly Taboe milonga we have our group 
games, such as blind speed cambio’s. The Taboe Tango 
Camps are twice a year gatherings of many dancers who go 
for the combination of tango and theme’s such as ‘pure’, 
‘dare’, ‘play’ and ‘stillness’. At our TaoTango Experiences we 
take a rollercoaster like journey using tango to enhance our 
mindfulness and vulnerability and to open our expressive 
side. 
 

 
… and TABOE2BE at Easter in Veckenstedt (DE), 29 March – 2 April. 

 

  



TABOE2BE 

Our intention is to create a connected and joyful tango-space where we can re-fresh, dis-cover, inter-
act, re-create and feel really at HOME. We offer 4 classes by 3 teachers and 6 hours of dancing a day.  

THE TEACHERS 

Paras Saghi & Paul Vossen 

Paras and Paul are teaching tango internationally since 
2004. They are well known as the organizers of the Taboe 
Tango Camps. Their 'beyond technique' tango approach 
makes them as teachers quite unique. They can take the 
group with ease onto a magic journey, where everybody 
finds a few hidden treasures to bring home. 
 
Paras is famous for her talent to create a musical 
adventure with all dancers on the floor. 

 

Michael Watson  

Michael is dancing tango since ages and teaches many 
years in Tango Loft and Mala Junta in Berlin. He is well 
known for his surprising and creative way of teaching. As a 
Dj he is always looking for new music and creates a 
mesmerizing atmosphere in the milongas.   

 

THE PROGRAM 

When you book this program is all included in the price. We all work, dance, eat, play and relax 
together.  

Thursday 
16:00 18:30 2:30 Arrival 
19:00 20:30 1:30 Diner 
21:00 1:00 4:00 Milonga 

Friday/Saturday/Sunday  
9:00 10:00 1:00 Breakfast 
10:15 11:15 1:00 Wake Up Your Senses 
11:30 12:30 1:00 Leaders & Followers Technique 
12:45 14:00 1:15 Gathering 
14:15 15:00 0:45 Lunch (soup) 
15:15 17:15 2:00 Afternoon café, cake and private classes 
17:15 18:45 1:30 Tango Workshop 

http://www.tangoloft-berlin.de/
https://www.malajunta.de/


19:00 20:30 1:30 Diner 
21:00 1:00 4:00 Milonga 

Monday  
9:00 10:00 1:00 Breakfast 
10:30 12:00 1:30 Tango Workshop 
12:15 14:00 1:45 Gathering 
 

LOCATION & FOOD 

We stay in the atmospheric old watermill of 
Edda Grossman – dedicated to Art and Tango – 
provides a perfect setting for this. 

You can book room/bed in the Mill through 
Edda Grossman website or here you find an 
overview of B&B’s in the area. 
We’ll be pampered by Diane Kerry, our chef-
cook from the UK who will cook her famously 
delicious meals for us. 

 
 

Connect with participants and try to find partners on our Facebook Event or 
Facebook Group. More info and booking at: www.tangoatelier.nl.  
 
If you cannot stay the whole event contact us. 
 
Paras & Paul 
dance@tangoatelier.nl 

 

        
 
 

Tango is just the beginning … 
 

http://www.kunstmuehle-veckenstedt.com/vermietung/
http://www.tangoatelier.nl/afbeeldingen/rooms.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/events/1985194925080692/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/237684493059/?fref=ts
http://www.tangoatelier.nl/
mailto:dance@tangoatelier.nl

